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The Modern Girl emerged quite literally around the world in the first half
of the twentieth century. In cities from Beijing to Bombay, Tokyo to Berlin,
Johannesburg to New York, the Modern Girl made her sometimes flashy,
always fashionable appearance. What identified Modern Girls was their
use of specific commodities and their explicit eroticism. Modern Girls were
known by a variety of names including flappers, garçonnes, moga, modeng
xiaojie, schoolgirls, kallege ladki, vamps and neue Frauen. By wearing
provocative fashions and pursuing romantic love, Modern Girls appeared
to disregard the roles of dutiful daughter, wife and mother. Contemporary
social scientists, members of the press and the public debated whether
Modern Girls were looking for sexual, economic or political emancipation.
They also raised the possibility that the Modern Girl was just a product of
clever advertising campaigns in the new commodity culture.

How did the Modern Girl become a global phenomenon? The
Modern Girl Around the World Research Project at the University of
Washington seeks to answer this question. Our group is comprised of six
faculty members working in the departments of English, History,
International Studies and Women’s Studies, and possessing regional
expertise in Africa, Asia, Europe and the United States. Through colla-
boration and area expertise, we trace the Modern Girl’s various colonial
and national incarnations and reveal links among the multiple
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geographic locations in which the Modern Girl phenomenon appeared.
Our research considers how the Modern Girl was produced through
twentieth-century multinational corporations, imperial relations, the
mass media and modernist literary, aesthetic and political discourses.
We also seek to develop new feminist forms of study and new cross-
disciplinary, inter-regional methods.

Our research has found that in any given locale, what made the Modern
Girl distinctive was her continual incorporation of elements drawn from
elsewhere. She occupied the liminal space conjoining the indigenous
and the imperial, the national and the international. Often, the Modern
Girl combined and reconfigured aesthetic elements drawn from disparate
national, colonial and racial regimes to create a ‘cosmopolitan look’. These
characteristics, in our view, make the Modern Girl a valuable heuristic
category that enables us to analyse how global processes intersected with
and were reconfigured by gendered and racialised social hierarchies and
political and economic inequalities in specific locales. The Modern Girl
also allows us to consider the international inequities that shaped and were
reshaped by these global processes. In this article we specifically develop
and deploy the Modern Girl heuristic category through a study of how the
Modern Girl was represented in cosmetics and toiletries advertisements
from the 1920s to the 1950s.

Problematics: globalisation and gendered modernity

Our research on the Modern Girl sheds light on two general proble-
matics: globalisation and gendered modernity. First, we seek to provide
a case study of globalisation before the invention of the term. In much
scholarship published under the rubric of globalisation, the term
describes processes of economic and cultural integration that are specific
to the second half of twentieth century.1 Though some scholars have
argued that economic globalisation is, in fact, as old as capitalism,2 we
are less interested in identifying the temporal origins of globalisation
than in providing a nuanced analysis of how global commodity and
cultural flows have shaped modern femininity in divergent contexts.
Unlike previous studies of moga, garçonnes, modeng xiaojie, neue
Frauen and flappers, which have focused on one nation or, at best,
bilateral relations between a nation and its direct colonies,3 our ongoing
work examines how the Modern Girl became a global phenomenon
through economic structures and cultural flows that stretched far beyond
the bounds of any one national regime. Several studies have made
reference to the significance of US influences in shaping the Modern
Girl. We insist, however, that Americanisation was not a uniform
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phenomenon and that it needs to be understood in relation to other
transnational phenomena, including British colonialism and the interna-
tional circuits in which advertising designers operated.

In developing our analysis, we have been influenced by anthropologist
Richard Wilk’s argument that globalisation comprises a series of social
and economic processes in which commonalities are expressed differen-
tially – that is as ‘structures of common difference’.4 The heuristic
category of the Modern Girl provides us with the means to identify
commonalities – for instance, the cultivation of a svelte body and pre-
scribed application of whitening creams or tanning lotions – and then to
examine how these shared practices emerged through the international
strategies of corporations and the mass media as well as transnational
ideologies of consumption, individualism and emancipation.5 This leads
us to propose the Modern Girl as a gendered and racialised formation
that is web-like, comprised of multi-directional citations: mutual, though
non-equivalent, influences and circuits of exchange connecting disparate
parts of the world.

An important manifestation of this imbrication of the local and the
global in these web-like circuits is the Modern Girl’s repeated role in
processes of racialisation and articulations of nationalism. Everywhere,
the Modern Girl indexed the racial formation of the nation or colony in
which she resided. The Modern Girl also spoke to the complex of
racialised ideas about femininity that were part and parcel of the trans-
national and imperial circuits in which she participated and through
which she took form. As we will demonstrate in our analysis of cosmetics
and toiletries ads, images of the Modern Girl often encouraged the use
of products to cleanse and alter the colour of teeth and skin, and to
change the shape and shade of eyes and lips. In so doing these images
engaged hygienic practices and aesthetic hierarchies drawn from
multiple racial, colonial and national orders.

Our project’s second central problematic is to recast the study of
gendered modernity within an international framework. The focus on
the Modern Girl opens the obvious, if difficult, question of what was
modern about her. In order to address this question we examine how
this female figure was singled out in different locales as a marker of
modernity. Scholars in the humanities and social sciences have long
sought to define and explain modernity.6 Recently, a wide range of
new opinions has emerged. Johannes Fabian and Donald Donham
have emphasised how both academic and popular discussions of mod-
ernity are inevitably hierarchical, distinguishing some societies as ahead
and others in need of ‘catch up’.7 Other scholars, such as Detlev
Peukert, Ruth Ben-Ghiat and Harry Harootunian, have been preoccu-
pied with the problem of fascist modernity and its relationship to
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capitalism and liberal democracy.8 Others, including Jean Comaroff and
John Comaroff, Brian Larkin, Dilip Goankar, Lisa Rofel and Dipesh
Chakrabarty, have challenged the notion of a singular modernity,
arguing instead that modernity should be understood as having ‘multi-
ple’, ‘alternative’ or ‘parallel’ forms forged through the complex inter-
play of imperial and indigenous concerns.9 Tani Barlow, Antoinette
Burton, Lin Chun and Andrew Jones posit ‘colonial modernity’, stres-
sing the colonial roots of revolutionary modernisation and the markets
and civic institutions that linked ‘semi-colonial’ areas, including parts of
China, to the larger capitalist world system.10 And lastly, James
Ferguson has reminded us that modernity has become a yardstick by
which people around the world often assess their own lives: for example,
on Zambia’s Copperbelt, which has experienced profound economic
decline in recent decades, many feel ‘cheated’ out of modernity’s
promises.11

Our project intervenes in these discussions that de-centre or provin-
cialise western modernity through study of the multifaceted links among
the locales in which the Modern Girl appeared. We pay particularly
close attention to how people in different contexts defined the Modern
Girl as modern and to how dominant modernist ideologies – such as
those of individual autonomy, scientific racism and social reform –
conditioned her emergence around the globe. Moreover, we are inter-
ested in how modernist aesthetics emanating from multiple contexts
shaped and were shaped by the Modern Girl ‘look’, which frequently
featured a stylised elongated body, painted face and, very often, bobbed
hair. We ask how a commodified Modern Girl became recognisable,
consumable and locally intelligible. Ultimately, we are interested in what
the Modern Girl conveyed to contemporaries about the possibilities and
dangers of modern life and how she figured in the modern political
formations of nationalism, fascism and communism. Like other scholars
of gendered modernity, we examine how definitions of and debates over
the modern relied upon and reworked notions of femininity (and, con-
sequently, altered ideas of masculinity) in specific locales.12

The Modern Girl’s near simultaneous emergence across contexts
troubles narratives of modernity that have emphasised a diffusion of
processes, things and ideas from the West to the rest.13 Rather, such
simultaneity suggests that modern forms of femininity emerged through
rapidly moving and multi-directional circuits of capital, ideology and
imagery. The Modern Girl appeared as the flapper, neue Frau, garçonne,
moga and modeng xiaojie in the United States, Europe and East Asia
during the 1920s. Actual Modern Girls worked as café waitresses in
Shanghai or Tokyo and as factory girls sporting bobbed haircuts in
Berlin or New York. They also circulated as internationally renowned
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performers, popular in multiple contexts, including the Paris-based
African American performer Josephine Baker, and silent film stars
such as Greta Garbo, Marlene Dietrich, Ri Koran, Mary Pickford,
Louise Brooks, Clara Bow, Devika Rani, Butterfly Wu, Anna May
Wong and Pola Negri. In the United States, Europe and East Asia,
the Modern Girl was the subject of countless films, novels and social
commentaries and was endlessly featured in advertisements for
cigarettes, cars and cosmetics.

In the colonial contexts of sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, the
white Modern Girl also made her appearance in the 1920s, sometimes
taking the form of a strong-willed adventurer or fashionable settler, and
other times being featured in films and advertisements viewed by colo-
nisers and colonised alike. Textual sources from southern and West
Africa reveal that by at least the early 1930s a black Modern Girl had
emerged. Black African Modern Girls were usually identified as school-
girls or graduates with panache for fashion and for choosing their own
lovers. For example, Setswana-speakers in the Bechuanaland
Protectorate (today Botswana) referred to the Modern Girl as boengwe
dipedi (‘those who trip along one-two’, referring to the sound their newly
acquired shoes made as they hit the ground) or bosejêwa ke pelo (‘those
eaten by the heart’).14 The Indian Modern Girl made an appearance in
the 1920s as an English-educated college girl and, in commodity adver-
tising and early film culture, as the sitara (starlet), swapno ki rani (dream
girl/queen), romance ki rani (romance queen), ‘sex symbol’, vamp and
kallege ladki (college girl). Indian Modern Girl film actresses came from
the social margins; they were Anglo-Indian and Jewish girls and the
daughters of Muslim courtesans, singers and dancers who defied gender
norms that forbade women from ‘good’ families from performing on
stage or in film.

Although this quick survey reveals that the Modern Girl’s social
position was not the same in all locales, certain cultural meanings
clung to her across contexts. Modern Girls were always young women
– ‘girls’15 – with the wherewithal and desire to define themselves in
terms that exceeded conventional female roles and that transgressed
national, imperial or racial boundaries. In contrast to the ‘New
Woman’ who, in many contexts, was her predecessor or contemporary,
the Modern Girl was less often identified with directly advocating social
and political reform than with ostentatiously refashioning her appear-
ance and refining her body. It is the transnational and imperial forma-
tion of these new ‘technologies of the self’16 and their relation to
processes of racialisation and articulations of nationalism that we seek
to discern in the following examination of the Modern Girl and
cosmetics advertisements.
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Modern Girl cosmetics and toiletries advertising

Advertising was one of the primary transmitters of the Modern Girl style
and aesthetic. We chose to focus specifically on cosmetics and toiletries
advertisements in newspapers and magazines because of their capacity
to index the role of capitalist enterprises in shifting representations of
femininity. The visual dimension of ads also enabled group members to
undertake comparative work readily and to raise questions about the
overlap and distinctions among Modern Girl images across regional and
linguistic divides. Moreover, the emphasis of such representations on
cleansing, colouring and transforming facial and bodily features allowed
us to foreground the Modern Girl’s promotion of and participation in
new technologies of the self.

Although print sources in which the Modern Girl is depicted reveal that
her appearance during the 1920s and early 1930s was nearly simultaneous
in all our research contexts, she was not equally visible everywhere. In the
United States, Germany and China, advertisements featuring the Modern
Girl were more ubiquitous than in Africa and South Asia. Thus, the
archive of Modern Girl ads that we have compiled is necessarily uneven.
For the United States, which by the 1920s was the biggest producer of
magazines and print advertising, we have principally drawn ads from three
journals catering to white middle- and working-class readers, (Vogue,
Ladies Home Journal and Cosmopolitan), and from two publications
targeted at black readers, The Crisis, the journal of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) that was
edited during the 1920s by W. E. B. Du Bois, and the more populist
weekly newspaper, the Baltimore Afro-American.17 For Germany, we have
collected ads from three illustrated magazines directed at middle- and
upper-class audiences, the Leipziger Illustrirte Zeitung, Die Woche and the
women’s magazine Die Dame.18 In the Chinese press, Modern Girl ads
were as pervasive as in the American and German press. The cosmetics
and toiletries ads we have collected are from the treaty port newspapers
North China Daily News, South China Morning Post, both of which were
published in English as well as Chinese, and from the illustrated Chinese-
language magazines Ladies’ Journal (Funü zazhi) and Young Companion
(Liang Yu), which addressed an upper- and middle-class clientele.19

By comparison with the US, German and Chinese contexts, we have
found that in Africa and India, cosmetics and toiletries ads featuring the
Modern Girl were not as commonplace or as evenly distributed in the
1920s. For Africa in the 1920s and 1930s, we collected ads from the Cape
Times (Cape Town), a newspaper catering to the white and, to a lesser
extent, ‘coloured’20 populations in the British dominion of South Africa.
The Cape Times often carried ads featuring white Modern Girls similar
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to those that appeared in the US, German and Chinese press. From the
early 1930s onwards, we focused on the black newspapers Bantu World
(Johannesburg), Bantu Mirror (Salisbury) and the Times of West Africa
(Accra), which carried some ads for facial creams that featured the black
Modern Girl. Lastly, we gathered ads from Drum (Johannesburg and, later,
Lagos, Accra and Nairobi), a monthly magazine established in 1951, in which
the black Modern Girl became widely visible. For India, we collected ads
from The Statesman (Calcutta) and the Times of India (Bombay), major
English-language pan-subcontinental dailies, which catered to British colo-
nials and Indian elites. In these papers, advertisements featured mainly the
white Modern Girl until 1930, after which some ads for toiletries and
cosmetics products began to feature the Indian Modern Girl. We also
drew ads from the Illustrated Weekly of India (Bombay), one of the first
English-language magazines to publish ads explicitly targeted at elite Indian
women that became ubiquitous in the 1940s and 1950s.21

In all locales, over time, both multinational and local companies
deployed the Modern Girl to market cosmetics and toiletries products.
During the 1920s, US companies were at the forefront of these
developments as they consciously employed advertising to create new
markets abroad.22 Ads appearing in newspapers and magazines around
the world featured US more often than German, British or other
European products. In the periodicals that we examined, we found no
evidence that cosmetics companies based outside of the United States,
Europe and Japan were able to market their products abroad before
World War II.

The Modern Girl’s deployment in advertising varied. Some multina-
tional companies simply recycled the same ad in a number of national
and colonial contexts. One example of this recycling is the ubiquitous
advertising for Pepsodent, a toothpaste made by a US-based company of
the same name. In three ads that appeared in the Shanghai-based
Chinese language magazine Funü zazhi (Ladies’ Journal), the Times of
India newspaper and US Vogue between 1926 and 1931, the image of the
Modern Girl varies little (Figures 1, 2 and 3). In fact, apart from
translation into Chinese, the three Pepsodent ads are nearly identical.
All feature a young white woman with bobbed hair (while two of these
ads also feature an older man resembling future US president Franklin
Roosevelt). All proclaim that Pepsodent removes the ‘dingy film’ from
teeth and encourage readers to send away for a free sample with the
clip-out coupon provided. Advertisers used such coupons to track the
effectiveness of their campaigns. A similar ad featuring a lone white
Modern Girl appeared in the Times of West Africa in 1934 (Figure 4). In
an ad from Germany, the young woman with bobbed hair flashes her
bright teeth thanks to Pepsodent (Figure 5). The Modern Girl in all
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Figure 1: Pepsodent ad, Funü zazhi (Ladies’ Journal), 1926 Courtesy of Unilever plc.
Figure 2: Pepsodent ad, the Times of India, 1926 Courtesy of Unilever plc.
Figure 3: Pepsodent ad, US Vogue, 1931. Courtesy of Church & Dwight Co., Inc.
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Figure 4: Pepsodent ad, the Times of West Africa, 1934. Courtesy of Unilever plc.

Figure 5: Pepsodent ad, Die Dame and Leipziger Illustrirte Zeitung, 1931. Courtesy of Unilever plc.
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these Pepsodent ads exhibits an aesthetic that evokes ‘Americanness’: an
open easy smile, big white teeth and body language that is noticeably
athletic, sensual, relaxed, at leisure.

By contrast, other ads that we have found indicate that international
companies adjusted advertisements – images and copy – in order to
appeal to specific colonial and national markets. For example, from the
1920s to the 1950s the US-based Pond’s Extract Company (after 1955,
Chesebrough-Pond’s) adapted advertisements for its so-called ‘vanishing
cream’ to a wide array of local contexts. The Pond’s campaigns were
designed by the New York-based advertising agency J. Walter
Thompson (JWT), which by 1950 had offices in at least twenty-five foreign
locations, including at various times Berlin, Bombay and Johannesburg.
Pond’s was JWT’s oldest client, dating back to 1886. Once JWT went
global they used the Pond’s account to showcase the value of working with
an agency whose international offices could tailor a company’s message
for local markets. Instructively, an ad from a 1925 issue of the Chinese
Ladies’ Journal renames the product as Pond’s White Jade Cream and
explains how the cream could be applied underneath powder to ‘keep
your makeup in place for the day’. While one side of the cream bottle
featured in the ad carries an English trademark, the other side offers
explanations in Chinese of the virtues of the product. The same ad evokes
verses from a famous fourteenth-century drama to allude to the beauty
that one could achieve by using Pond’s (Figure 6). In Germany, JWT and
Pond’s told magazine readers in ads in 1930 that ‘trendsetting women’ in
fifty countries depended on Pond’s cold cream and vanishing cream to
make their skin ‘smooth’.23 Another Pond’s ad from a 1942 issue of the
Illustrated Weekly of India proclaims that ‘Beauty needs no adornment –
real beauty does not depend on fine silks’. According to this ad, Pond’s
enables women to achieve ‘real beauty’ regardless of their class and caste
(Figure 7). A fourth Pond’s ad appeared in 1955 in Bantu Mirror, a
Southern Rhodesia weekly that targeted black readers and consumers.
In contrast to the other Pond’s ads, this one from the colonial African
context focuses on skin colour, proclaiming that Pond’s vanishing cream
will make skin ‘lighter, smoother, softer’ (Figure 8).

The crucial observation to take away from comparison of these ads is
that Pond’s and JWT attached different Modern Girl images and attributes
to the same product depending on where it was marketed. Whereas
Pepsodent apparently tried to create a new ‘American’ standard of white
teeth across the globe, JWT marketed Pond’s facial creams by appealing to
existing standards of beauty among local elites, at times stressing the global
reach of its products. In all our contexts, we also found Modern Girl ads for
cosmetics that were produced and marketed by local companies exclusively
for national or sub-national consumption. For example, in the 1920s and
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Figure 6: Pond’s Vanishing cream ad, Funü zazhi (Ladies’ Journal), 1925. Courtesy of Unilever plc.
Figure 7: Pond’s cold cream ad, the Illustrated Weekly of India, 1942. Courtesy of Unilever plc.

Figure 8: Pond’s vanishing cream ad, Bantu Mirror, 1955. Courtesy of Unilever plc.
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1930s, women with bobbed or short hair, a telltale sign of the Modern
Girl, could be found in ads for Afghan Snow ‘emollient’ in India and
Keppels face powder in South Africa (Figures 9 and 10). Such examples
suggest the overlap and intersection among advertising strategies of
local and multinational companies.

The Modern Girl and technologies of the self: aesthetics, bodies,
venues

Comparison of ads produced by both international and local companies
has allowed us to discern a changing Modern Girl aesthetic that cuts
across national and imperial boundaries. In the 1920s and into the 1930s,
the Modern Girl usually possesses an elongated, wiry and svelte body
that first appeared before World War I in cigarette and car advertise-
ments in the United States and Europe, where it signified the attractions
and dangers of androgyny and sexuality outside reproduction (Figure
11).24 The Modern Girl’s body is also depicted as excessively refined;
individual female body parts are elegantly polished, carefully scrubbed,
meticulously sprayed or, in an astounding variety of ways, cleaned and
covered so that lips, teeth, mouth, hair, skin, armpits, legs and vagina are
all stylishly produced. Moreover, the Modern Girl’s beauty and youth-
fulness are often linked to scientific hygiene.

In a series of ads for Odo-ro-no, a humorously-named anti-perspirant and
deodorant introduced by a US company and widely distributed in the
United States, China, South Africa, India and Germany, many character-
istics of the Modern Girl are evident. In all Odo-ro-no ads the copy specifies
that by applying the product to the armpits, the young, active, trim and
glamorous Modern Girl can prevent unpleasant odours and ensure that
social interactions, especially romantic ones, are never spoilt. With refer-
ences to ‘sanitary sponge applicators’, a ‘quick-drying formula’ and the
‘doctor’ who invented the product and supervised its production, these ads
evoke scientific hygiene to render an unseemly topic legitimate (Figures 12–
16).The Odo-ro-no ads, like many other cosmetics and toiletries ads from
the late 1920s and early 1930s, frequently feature angular drawings of
women with long necks and limbs that connote elegance. Graphic designers
of ads appearing in all our contexts frequently emphasised diagonal lines to
create dynamic images. Often, the proportions used in such drawings sug-
gest ‘real’ women seven or eight feet tall. Heavily indebted to the interna-
tional art deco movement, such aesthetic exaggeration of bodily proportions
was employed by international and local companies.25

Modern Girl image designers always took advantage of the most
advanced visual technology available. In the United States, China,
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Figure 9: Afghan snow ad, the Times of India 1937. Courtesy of E.S. Patanwala.

Figure 10: Keppels face powder ad, Bantu Word, 1939.

Figure 11: Marie Earle ad, US Vogue, 1928.
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Figure 12: Odo-ro-no ad, Leipziger Illustrirte

Zeitung, 1928. Courtesy of Unilever plc.

Figure 14: Odo-ro-no ad, Liang Yu (The Young
Companion), 1937. Courtesy of Unilever plc.

Figure 13: Odo-ro-no ad, US Vogue, 1931.
Courtesy of Unilever plc.

Figure 15: Odo-ro-no ad, Drum (Johan-
esburg), 1957. Courtesy of Unilever plc.
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Germany and India, the format of
many Modern Girl ads changed
from the earlier line drawings to
lithographic watercolour posters
in the 1920s, and to photographs
(often featuring film stars and
other well-known performers) in
the late 1920s. In many African
periodicals, the shift to photos
took place later, during the
1930s and 1940s. Over the dec-
ades, influenced by developments
in photographic technology and
techniques such as the close-up
shot in filmmaking, Modern
Girl ads in all locales demon-
strated changes in the method of
representing the female figure,
shifting from locating her in the
middle of a landscape or room, to
showing only the portrait of her
head, highlighting her hair, eye-
brows, eyes, cheeks, lips or teeth.
Occasionally this special attention
to a particular facial feature was

emphasised by having the Modern Girl’s hand touch or caress it.
Another aesthetic in the US and German cosmetics and toiletries ads

and the early Indian and South African ads that targeted white colonials
is what we cautiously describe as the ‘Asianisation’ of the Modern Girl
image.We use the term reservedly, underscoring that Asianisation in the
way we refer to it – as an aesthetic – is a process of imaging and
imagining that is loaded with western power; it is most definitely not
about how ‘Asians’ thought about ‘Asianness’. We distinguish
Asianisation from Orientalism not only to suggest the chronological
precedence of Orientalism as a form of racialised power, but also in
order to specify the particular manner in which Asianisation creates
identity through the assertion of difference from the Other. Whereas
Orientalism distinguishes the Occidental from the Oriental in order to
produce the Occidental’s superiority and prowess, Asianisation
expresses the ambition to transform oneself into the Other, if only
temporarily, and if only from the position of relative privilege.26

Caricatured, elongated eyes are the main signifier of the Modern
Girl’s Asianisation in the cosmetics ads we have collected, particularly

Figure 16: Odo-ro-no ad, printed in Illustrated

Weekly of India, 1947. Courtesy of Unilever
plc.
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in those that employ a modernist art deco style. This stylisation is amply
evident in an ad for De Kama facial cream that appeared in 1924 in US
Vogue, an ad for Pomeroy Skin Food in the 1925 Cape Times and an ad
for Ven-Yusa face cream in the Statesman from 1930 (Figures 17–19).
An especially striking example is a 1929 poster by German graphic
designer Jupp Wiertz for the German company F. Wolff and Sohn’s
Vogue Perfume (Figure 20). The women drawn in these ads are never
clearly identifiable as Caucasian, black or East Asian, though their eyes
are caricatured expressly as ‘Asian’.

In still other ads that appeared in Germany and the United States the
entire mise-en-scène of the ad was deeply Orientalised. Wiertz (probably
influenced by the Orientalism of the English illustrator Aubrey
Beardsley) placed the Modern Girl among paraphernalia or landscapes
that visually invoked Chinese or Japanese art (Figure 21).27 The
designers of a German ad for ‘Matt-Creme’ and ‘Cold Cream’ by the
domestic brand 4711 urged a Modern Girl with bobbed hair and car-
icatured eyes, and sporting high heels and a parasol (evocative of China
or Japan) to protect herself against the sun while ‘sunbathing’ on the
beach (Figure 22). Such ads were part of the art nouveau craze sweeping
Europe and the United States, which included the fetishisation of var-
ious forms of chinoiserie and japonisme, as well as of objects deemed
‘primitive’, often African.

In addition to the commonalities of body and facial aesthetics, such as
caricatured eyes, bobbed hair and elongated bodies, the Modern Girl is
most frequently depicted in one of four specific activities or venues in all
our research locales: she is figured as a film star; she is represented as an
outdoor and sports enthusiast; she is depicted in romantic or intimate
poses; and, she is found making up or admiring herself in front of her
vanity or in a hand-held mirror. Each of these activities or venues
suggests a cluster of values and attitudes that contemporaries associated
with the Modern Girl.

It appears that the Modern Girl image, in part, reflects observation
and adaptation of female bodily practices performed on the silver
screen. We know from previous research on moga in Japan, flappers in
the United States, modeng xiaojie in China and neue Frauen in Germany
that film watching was a leisure activity routinely associated with the
Modern Girl. Contemporaries often viewed Modern Girl postures, hand
gestures and ways of walking and talking as mimicking the movies.28

Beginning in the late 1920s, many ads for cosmetics feature a film star; in
each of our locations well-known actresses were used to promote pro-
ducts. In an ad for Palmolive soap that appeared in a 1939 issue of the
Times of India, for example, the Modern Girl and movie watching
are linked (Figure 23). This ad prominently features a photograph of
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Figure 17: De Kama ad, US Vogue, 1934.
Figure 18: Pomeroy Skin Food ad, printed in Cape Times, 1925.
Figure 19: Ven-Yusa ad, printed in the Statesman, 1930.
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Figure 20: Jupp Wiertz, poster for Vogue perfume, 1929, repriated from Arnold Frednch,
Anschiäge: Deutsche Plakate als Dokumente der Zeit 1900–1960 (Ebenhausen: Langewiesche-
Brandt, 1963), p. 64. Courtesy of Langewiesche-Brandt.
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Figure 21: Auxolin ad, Leipziger Illustrirte Zeitung, 1937.

Figure 22: 4711 Matt-Creme ad, Leipziger Illustrirte Zeitung, 1924. Courtesy of Cosmopolitan
cosmetics Cologne.
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Devika Rani, a major Indian film
star. In so doing, a British com-
pany capitalises on the glamour
and fame of a local celebrity to
cast its product as a ‘beauty soap’
with global reach and nationalist
appeal. The text explains that
Palmolive is used by ‘millions
of women in England, France,
Germany, America and 67 other
countries’. It also specifies that it
‘contains no animal fats’, a clear
attempt to assuage potential
alarm among Hindu and Muslim
consumers at whom it is targeted.
Devika Rani, a globetrotting
local star, thus effectively ties
together the international consu-
mer of Palmolive and the Indian
everywoman; the use of her
image suggests to the female
fan/consumer that social mobility
is possible through cultivation of

glamour and purchase of beauty products of world renown.
Ads that depict the Modern Girl engaged in outdoor activities invari-

ably valorise her robust physicality. This trend is readily apparent in
toiletries and cigarette ads from most locales in which the Modern Girl –
particularly the white European or American Modern Girl and the
Chinese Modern Girl – is depicted swimming, sunbathing, golfing and
especially playing tennis (Figures 12, 24 and 25). By the early 1930s,
Indian newspapers and ads also featured the Indian Modern Girl as an
ace tennis player. Although a black tennis-playing Modern Girl did not
appear in ads in the African press during the 1930s, she was the subject
of written commentary indicating that tennis was an oddly physical yet
fashionable pursuit for young African elite women, like their Indian
counterparts. By depicting the Modern Girl as an outdoor enthusiast
and athlete, such ads glorified her strength, desire for adventure and
unwillingness to be restricted to the domestic domain. Notably, these
images were also likely voyeuristically viewed in those contexts in which
public displays of female body parts, such as nude shoulders, had
previously been eschewed.

In all the geographical contexts in which we have conducted research,
the Modern Girl is associated with dating, romantic love and the

Figure 23: Palmolive ad, Times of India, 1939.
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legitimation of premarital sex. Although nearly any selection of ads
quickly reveals this, those we find most interesting depict the Modern
Girl as aware of her allure and using it to her advantage. A 1939 ad from
South Africa’s Bantu World features a dancing Modern Girl under the
slogan of ‘the smartest woman in the hall’ (Figure 10). In other ads, the
Modern Girl’s sexuality suggests lesbianism (or, as we shall see, auto-
eroticism). In an American ad for Elizabeth Arden’s Sun-pruf Cream
that appeared in Vanity Fair in 1934, for example, a Modern Girl clad in
beach wear proffers the tube of tanning product to her companion in a
markedly phallic manner (Figure 24). Most of the time, Modern Girl
sexual desire as expressed in cosmetics or toiletries ads did not cross
racial boundaries, and was thus in line with contemporary anxieties
about interracial sex and intimacy. One 1924 German ad for a perfume
with the English name ‘Poppy’, however, depicts a sparsely clad woman
– part Modern Girl, part tropical temptress – pursued by a man coded
through dress and skin-colour as a person of colour. This perfume ad
appealed to consumers by hinting at multiple transgressions: a smell that
‘enchanted and intoxicated the senses’ and an openly sexualised body
associated with desire for ‘Otherness’ (Figure 26). Although such racial
transgressions are infrequently expressed in the cosmetics or toiletries ads,
filmic and literary representations of the Modern Girl produced in the
United States, Africa and Europe routinely suggest that at least some
contemporaries strongly associated the Modern Girl with interracial
sexual desire.

When ads represent the Modern Girl at home, she is neither cooking
and cleaning nor tending children, but rather is situated in front of her
vanity caring for her own body. In such ads, instead of being family-
minded, the Modern Girl is represented as self-possessed, even to the
point of being self-indulgent. In an ad for Richard Hudnut’s Three
Flowers Dusting Powder that appeared in the June 1937 issue of
Young Companion, a young woman sits on a stool in a modern, luxurious
bathroom, and powders herself in front of her mirror (Figure 27). She
has on only a short slip, the kind worn under a qipao, a dress popular
with Chinese Modern Girls. Her partial nudity draws attention to her
sleek body, while her self-caressing hand gesture presents it as a delicate
and precious object, suggesting autoeroticism.

In many cosmetics ads, the Modern Girl is depicted gazing into a
mirror (Figures 28–32). This literal self-reflection of the Modern Girl
has a dual meaning. On the one hand, it suggests the possibility of the
Modern Girl’s self-possession. Through hints of a self-touching erotics,
it sexualises as it celebrates the Modern Girl’s identity. On the other
hand, mirror-gazing also suggests the Modern Girl’s constant obligation
to judge herself against the beauty and social standards presented in the
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Figure 24: Elizabeth Arden ad, Vanity Fair, 1934.

Figure 25: 4711 ad, Liang Yu (The Young Companion), 1935. Courtesy of Cosmopolitan Cosmetics Cologne.
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ads and elsewhere, and thus to
predict the opinions of others
and to adjust accordingly.
Though commodities do not
necessarily offer the Modern
Girl-as-consumer freedom
from gendered social con-
straints, or create new social
and sexual norms, our research
suggests that commodities may
have opened up new possibilities
in the realm of self-reflection,
self-creation and self-valuation.
This use of commodity culture
to create openings for repre-
senting a femininity that is
self-consciously elected and
crafted is a theme that has
come up again and again in
our collaboration as a principal
characteristic of the Modern
Girl.

Facial cosmetics, skin
colour and racial formation

A large proportion of the cos-
metics ads that feature the
Modern Girl promotes pro-
ducts that promise to provide
new colour or to transform the
existing colour and/or quality of
the Modern Girl’s skin. Such
products include make-up and
face powders as well as cold,
acne, vanishing, bleaching and
tanning creams. In our analysis
of ads for whitening, colouring
and tanning products, we seek
to elucidate further how the
Modern Girl’s bodily self-fash-
ioning is knitted into processes

Figure 26: Parfümerie Poppy ad, Leipziger

Illustrirte Zeitungr, 1924

Figure 27: Richard Hudnut ad, Liang Yu (The

Young Companion), 1937. Courtesy of Pfizer Inc.
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Figure 28: Palmolive ad, Funü zazhi (Ladies’
Journal), 1930.

Figure29:HazelineSnowad, Timesof India, 1940.

Figure 30: Madam C. J. Walkers ad, The Crisis,
1928.

Figure 31: Apex Hair Co. ad, Bantu World,
1933.
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of racial formation. We have two
overarching and interrelated
questions: first, how do ads for
such cosmetics provide insight
into the multiple racial forma-
tions, both national and transna-
tional, through which the
Modern Girl emerged? And,
second, how do such ads partici-
pate in the production and
contestation of these same
formations?

We do not take the position
that the origins and significance
of racism are similar everywhere.
In all our locales, there are deep
histories of lightening and dar-
kening; each locale has densely
embedded aesthetic regimes and
politics of skin colour. In track-
ing the manner in which the

Modern Girl participates in racial formation in a variety of contexts,
we thus simultaneously wish to recognise the singular qualities of each.
Although there may be overlap across regional, national and sub-
national contexts, this overlap is never complete. Moreover, as we shall
see, whitening, colouring and tanning are neither equivalent nor
opposed processes but rather intimately interlinked. What is most strik-
ing for us is how, in the 1920s and 1930s (and up to the 1960s in some of
our research locales), the Modern Girl stood at the centre of shifting
appeals by cosmetics companies and their advertising agents to alter skin
colour. Such racialised appeals repeatedly evoked and turned on notions
of ‘nature’, science, social status, refinement, ‘Americanness’ and
exoticism.

Cosmetics products aimed at whitening and lightening the skin pre-
date the Modern Girl’s first appearance in the 1920s. As has been
shown, a pale skin was a beauty ideal for Anglo-American women in
the United States throughout the nineteenth century. Possession of
lighter and finer complexion was a luxury pursued by those who could
afford to stay out of the elements, pamper themselves and enjoy a
comfortable life of leisure. Wealthy white women in the United States,
Europe and in the European colonies used whitening powders along
with bleaching lotions to achieve the right ‘white’ look. Heavy use of
such powders and paints, however, also could potentially open these

Figure 32: Elida Cremes ad, Leipziger Illustrirte

Zeitung, 1928, Courtesy of Unilever plc.
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same women to charges of artifice and, by association, with the life of the
theatre and with prostitution. By the end of the nineteenth century, in
part in reaction to the taint of ‘artifice’, ‘looking natural’ became a
commonplace aesthetic ideal. By the 1920s, ads for thickly applied
‘lily-white’ powders and paints had all but disappeared, while ads
promoting products that hygienically augmented ‘natural’ beauty and
skin tones had become pervasive.29

Cosmetics ads featuring the Modern Girl that appeared in the US,
European and colonial European press during the 1920s frequently
focused on feeding and protecting fair skin. An ad published in the
German press in 1928 by a Lever subsidiary, Elida, marketed skin
creams for ladies that healed the skin, made it clear and transparent –
‘even and like alabaster’ – and ‘protected it against harsh winds and
bright sunlight’ (Figure 32). Here, as in the earlier US ads from the turn
of the century, fair and refined skin is a sign of upper-class breeding. It
could also be a sign of white superiority over people of colour; however,
unlike earlier European cosmetics ads, such as those for British Pears
Soap or German Lilienmilchseife, the Elida ad invokes fairness without
making explicit reference to people of colour.30 In other words, white-
ness is distinctive – linked, if not fully reducible to, racial ‘phenotype’.

Concerns about protecting white skin from the sun and harsh ele-
ments of tropical climes often appeared in cosmetics ads that ran in the
colonial press in India and Hong Kong. An ad for Ven-Yusa, ‘The
Oxygen Face Cream’, that appeared in a 1930 issue of the Times of
India conveys a similar message to the Elida ad (Figure 19). Other ads
recommended the use of bleaching creams for white women (Figure 33).
All these ads expressed an anxious obsession with maintaining whiteness
in a world of phenotypic others by claiming to banish what historian
David Arnold has referred to as ‘fearful tropicality’.31 To stay ‘natural’
that is, naturally white one, paradoxically had to disable ‘nature’.

Skin product ads targeting indigenous consumers illustrate the variety
of ways that cosmetic whitening was interpolated into pre-existing, pre-
colonial skin preferences. In China, for instance, skin product ads played
on the intersection of skin colour hierarchies and Euro-American ideol-
ogies of white racial superiority. Lighter skin, long a mark of high status
and prestige, indicated the distance between peasants and scholar-
officials. A light, non-tanned complexion formed an important element
of feminine beauty. Classical literature often likened the ideal woman’s
skin colour to congealed ointment, white jade or fresh lychee. Yet, in
classical convention ‘whiteness’ never stood as the sole criterion for
beauty or ideal skin; a healthy radiance of rosy colour always accompa-
nied clear skin as the ideal.32 An illustration of this continuing prefer-
ence is a 1940 ad, which features products claiming to provide the
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‘natural’ whiteness associated
with elite Chinese women.
‘Why do high class women feel
beautiful and pleasant when
they apply Sparrow Face
Powder?’ the ad enquires;
because ‘it will make a woman’s
skin look white and soft in a
natural way’ (Figure 34). While
this and other ads mention
the colour white, they do not
explicitly reference European
or Euro-American whiteness.

Likewise, in India, the pre-
ference for light-coloured skin
during the 1920s, especially for
women, is undeniable. Skin
colour had social significance
in the subcontinent before
European colonialism and
prior to the influence of US
and European conceptions of
race. Yet, light skin was never
an unambiguous sign of status
or merit. Indian epics and arte-
facts are full of references to
superior beings who are dark-
skinned.33 The history of skin
colour hierarchies in India is
further complicated by Turkish
and later Mughal conquests
of the thirteenth to mid-nine-
teenth centuries, when systems
of grading people by skin col-
our – fair, ‘wheaten’, dark –
were used to categorise certain
dark-skinned groups as crim-
inals and rebels. This form of
codification passed directly
into the British colonial police
records from the mid-nine-
teenth century on.34 However,
Mughal miniature paintings

Figure 34: Sparrow Face Powder ad, Liang Yu
(The Young Companion), 1939.

Figure 33: Elizabeth Arden ad, South China

Morning Post, 1937.
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and folk-tales of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, while expres-
sing a preference for ‘translucent’ colour, also associated ‘too white’ skin
with leprosy. The feminine ideal was for ‘translucence’, not simply fair-
ness.35 European colonial ideologies of racial superiority (from the first
Portuguese landings on the west coast of India in 1498 to the expansion
and post-1857 establishment of the British empire until 1947) thus
encountered extant skin colour hierarchies and were themselves
reshaped in the process. Colonial anthropological discourses in the
mid-nineteenth century linked Indian aesthetic preferences for white-
ness to caste-based social and economic stratification. Fair skin colour,
in these accounts, was more than an aesthetic preference; it symbolised
superiority in a hierarchical social structure and moral order. Over time,
metropolitan outlooks on racial difference, and the representation of
whiteness, were transformed by discourses on medicine and science.36

These articulations intersected with pre-existing Indian tendencies to
pay close attention to skin colour.37

We have found cosmetics ads in China and India where the Modern
Girl promotes what appear to be models of beauty that hark back to these
older ideologies of whitening by evoking ‘nature’. In China during the
1920s and 1930s ads such as one for Three Flowers Vanishing Cream
which appeared in 1931, promise to improve facial beauty by making skin
‘smooth’, ‘uniform’ and ‘fresh’ (Figure 35). The text refers to the product’s
‘secret formula’, using an archaic word usually reserved for discussions of
Chinese medicine. The ad also offers a Modern Girl’s body that is
expressly Chinese and cast as ‘naturally’ beautiful. A similar ad for
Afghan Snow, a white foundation also referencing ‘nature’, appeared in
a 1949 issue of the Times of India. This ad depicts an Indian Modern Girl
with flowers in her hair, who clearly exudes ‘natural’ beauty, ‘charm’ and
‘allure’ (Figure 36). Notably, these Chinese and Indian ads link whitening
to ‘nature’ without coding race as scientifically verifiable.

At other times, ads for skin products in India and China combined
references to older skin colour hierarchies with evocations of scientific
authority. For example, an Indian ad for Pearlex depicts a white woman
and declares that scientific progress could make long-standing desire for
whiter skin a reality (Figure 37). An ad for Palmolive Soap from China
explains in similar terms that new ‘scientific developments’ can enable
one to keep one’s skin ‘rosy and moist’ (Figure 28). In these Indian and
Chinese ads, the ideal for skin does not appear in terms of scientific race
theory’s Caucasian whiteness, but in a vocabulary loaded with indigen-
ous cultural references, such as ‘fair’ and ‘pearly-white’ in the Indian
case, or ‘rosy’ in the Chinese case. These ads give pre-existing prefer-
ences for lighter skin a ‘scientific’, thus modern, twist. In other words,
they sell the dream that by consuming scientifically produced cosmetics
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Figure 35: Three Flowers Vanishing Cream ad, Funü zazhi (Ladies’ Journal), 1931. Courtesy of Pfizer Inc.

Figure 36: Afghan Snow ad, Times of India, 1949. Courtesy of E. S. Patanwala.
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one can assume the look of a cosmopolitan, upper-class woman and be
both desirable and modern.38

As in the Chinese and Indian contexts, beginning in the 1930s ads
featuring the Modern Girl for products that promised to lighten dark
skin appear in the African press. For instance, in 1939 the South African
Company Keppels ran an ad for its lightening product, Freckle Wax, in
Bantu World, a paper that targeted a black African readership and
published articles and ads in English, Xhosa, Zulu, Sotho, Tswana,
Venda, Afrikaans and Tsonga languages (Figure 10). A decade later,
Keppels ran an ad in the Cape Times promising that products developed
by the ‘famous Keppels laboratories’ could combat the harmful effects of
South Africa’s ‘cruel’ climate by restoring ‘pristine skin-texture and
colour’ (Figure 38). Although the Cape Times was a daily newspaper
aimed at both white and ‘coloured’ readers, the avocado-tinted make-up
and dark grey skin colour of the ad’s primary female image suggest that
Keppels was targeting the latter group. These Keppels ads show how a

Figure 37: Pearlex ad, Illustrated Weekly

of India, 1942.

Figure 38: Keppels ad, Cape Times, 1945.
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South African cosmetics company appealed to a marketplace structured
by racial hierarchies through asserting scientific command of local condi-
tions and reconfiguring distinctions of skin colour as matters of climate.

In southern Africa, skin colour hierarchies emerged through the long
history of European colonialism, dating back to the mid-seventeenth
century at the Cape. Under Dutch, and later British, colonial rule,
whiteness and light-coloured skin became associated with civilisation,
cleanliness, intelligence and power.39 Some mid-twentieth century
ethnographies of relatively remote southern African communities men-
tion preferences for ‘light-skinned girls’ or ‘light brown skin’, suggesting
a local aesthetic predilection for light- (not white-) coloured skin that
may not be entirely reducible to colonial racial hierarchies.40 Within
some southern African communities, light brown skin may have been a
long-standing beauty attribute for young women.

During the 1930s, these colonial racial hierarchies and, perhaps,
indigenous preferences for light brown skin began to become entangled
with American racial preferences and dynamics, as some US companies
began to promote skin lighteners as a key Modern Girl commodity. The
New Jersey-based Apex Company ran the earliest bleach ads to appear
in a black South African newspaper. Apex, one of the largest black-
owned businesses in the United States during the 1920s and 1930s, was,
according to one ad, the first ‘all Negro Company’ in South Africa.41 A
1933 Bantu World ad, featuring a line drawing of a bobbed-hair and
bare-shouldered black Modern Girl gazing into a hand-held mirror,
promises readers an improved appearance through use of Apex hair
products and skin bleach (Figure 31). During the 1950s and 1960s,
particularly in Drum magazine, ads for skin lighteners and bleaches
manufactured in the United States became more pervasive, despite
their toxic levels of ammoniated mercury and hydroquinone.42 Many of
these ads featured light-skinned black African Modern Girl film stars or
beauty queens. Some ads continued to claim the US origins of their
product as a point of pride and to situate African Americans as role
models of racial betterment.43 These ads suggest that in Anglophone
African contexts at least, colonial ideologies of white racial superiority
and scientific improvement became linked to colour-coded hierarchies
emanating from the United States. These developments underline the
fact that Americanisation included a number of complex processes,
which at times involved African Americans as capitalist entrepreneurs
and racialised role models.

In the black US press, representations of the African American
Modern Girl were often strategically deployed to contest Jim Crow
racial hierarchies that were buttressed by de jure and de facto racial
segregation. Cosmetics ads, especially those that were run by the
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C. J. Walker Company in the NAACP’s journal, The Crisis, are a perfect
example of a black contrapuntal politicisation of advertising. Madam
C. J. Walker, one of the most influential and well-known black business-
women at the turn of the twentieth century, founded a hair treatment
and cosmetics company that flourished for several decades by selling
hair-care and beauty products to African American women. C. J.
Walker’s ads (particularly, though not exclusively, those that were pro-
duced during Madam C. J. Walker’s lifetime) often express race pride.
Typically, ads proclaimed that the company’s products produced ‘love-
liness’, ‘allure’ and ‘charm’ as opposed to whiteness or lightness.44 For
instance, a 1928 ad that features a black Modern Girl with bobbed hair
looking into a hand-held mirror, promises to bring out the beauty of
already existing blackness with treatments that bestow a ‘transparent
tone’ as opposed to a lighter or whiter complexion (Figure 30). In the
case of a product in this ad that the C. J. Walker Company labels as
‘Egyptian Brown Face Powder’, the subversive idea of Black Egypt as
the archetype of civilisation at its most beautiful and most advanced (an
idea popularised in aesthetics, literature and pageantry associated with
the Harlem Renaissance) is adumbrated. This powder, the ad copy
explains, does not lighten skin; rather, it embellishes existent black
beauty by being ‘invisible’, by imparting an ‘olive tint’ to ‘fair complex-
ions’ and by harmonising ‘bewitchingly with the darker skins’. This last
claim, firmly establishing the beauty of blackness, is consistent with the
other advertising markets that we have examined. As we have already
pointed out, such assertions of racial pride speak to the interface
between prior, often counter-hegemonic traditions of cosmetics use in
and outside of the hardening conventions of Euro-American racial
hierarchies and of the scientific racial theories by which such conven-
tions were subtended. In other words, in such C. J. Walker ads, we find a
politicised celebration of blackness, even as the ads in question appeal to
black bourgeois ideals of hygiene and deportment that were contoured
by more problematic discourses of ‘racial uplift’.

Within the white US press, Modern Girl cosmetics ads often elabo-
rated taxonomies of ethnicised whiteness. By the mid-1920s, many ads
specified and celebrated an array of ‘beauty types’ that were heavily
coded according to the various racial and ethnic groups that together
comprised the national populace (and thus the US market) in this
period. US Nativist and Restrictionist anxieties about immigration
from southern and eastern Europe and South and East Asia were
expressed in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries as inten-
sified anti-immigrant animus, and were assuaged through implementa-
tion of immigration exclusion laws that reached an apex in the 1924
Immigration Act, which effectively curtailed non-European immigration
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to the United States for several decades.45 In the mid-1920s the
Pompeian company, for example, routinely ran powder ads that referred
to skin types ranging from ‘white’ to ‘olive’ to ‘dusky’. In a particularly
evocative 1928 ad, the range of acceptable ethnicities and thus ethnic
‘looks’, or ‘skin types’, ranges from ‘Dresden China Blonde’ to Spanish
‘Creole Beauty’ (Figure 39), while in another Pompeian ad from the
same year, recently assimilated Americans are celebrated as those truest
of Americans, the ‘in-betweens’ (Figure 40). Overall, these ads index the
history of immigration to the United States in their exclusionary identi-
fication of the multiple types of ‘American Beauty’ and the glory of each
beauty’s particular ‘shade’. In so doing they mobilise the idea of a mixed
nation – but one that is mixed within precise racially and ethnically
circumscribed parameters. By buying facial powders and creams, these
ads suggest, the immigrant to the United States – she who aspires to full
inclusion in the nation – may buy a place in the ‘melting pot’. For
although the immigrant’s skin shade and hair colour may vary from
the Anglo ideal, a Modern Girl may become an American among
other Americans through commodity consumption. Such ads indicate
to consumers which immigrant groups have gained the status of white-
ness; through occlusion or non-representation of other groups they also
indicate who is deemed ‘not-quite-white’, and thus remains as inassimil-
able within the representational strategies of the advertisements as
within the nation at large.

Significantly, Pompeian twisted its ethnicised advertising formula
when marketing its powder to Indian and South African consumers. In
these contexts, corporate advertisers appealed to colour diversity among
whites without any reference to ‘ethnic’ differences. In a 1925 issue of
The Statesman (Calcutta), Pompeian ran an ad featuring a white brun-
ette Modern Girl named Judy (Figure 41). The ad does not disclose the
company’s Cleveland, Ohio base; rather, the ad casts Judy as possessing
the characteristics of a British colonial, since astoundingly, readers are
told that she is being ‘sent out to India to have a good time’ and to
obtain the skin colour of ‘fair ‘‘English peach’’ Bloom’. Like the
Pompeian ads that appeared in the US press in the same year, this
one delineates a range of beauty types, ‘Naturelle’, ‘Rachel’, ‘White’
and ‘Rosée’, while dropping any mention of ‘in-betweens’ or ‘Creole
beauty’. Nearly identical types appeared in a 1925 Pompeian ad that ran
in South Africa’s Cape Times, featuring the story of Modern Girl Dulcie
Chetwynd, who was transformed from unmarried ‘wallflower’ to ‘charm-
ing wife’ through the use of Pompeian products (Figure 42).46 Together,
these ads suggest how Pompeian adjusted its beauty types for British
imperial markets by anglicising copy, narrowing the spectrum of
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Figure 39: Pompeian ad, Ladies Home Journal, 1928.

Figure 40: Pompeian ad, Ladies Home Journal, 1928.
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Figure 41: Pompeian ad, The Statesman, 1925.

Figure 42: Pompeian ad, Cape Times, 1925.
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conceivable whiteness and, in the case of the Indian ad, obscuring the
US origins of the product.

By the post-World War II period, and in keeping with the United
States’ new geo-political hegemony, the Americanness found in Indian
ads is no longer masked but celebrated. In an ad for a multi-purpose
complexion product called Pimplom, which appeared in the Illustrated
Weekly in 1947, whiteness is idealised and Americanised (Figure 43).
Pimplom, according to the ad, was developed by Dr K. F. Michael of
California to kill the ‘germs’ that cause pimples and to lighten complex-
ions by ‘double and treble shades’. The United States is further refer-
enced in the name of the Bombay-based distributing agent, The
California Products Co. Like some of the skin bleach ads we found
in the African press, this Pimplom ad situates American scientists
at the cutting edge of skin-lightening innovations and insinuates the
applicability of white American models of betterment and progress the
world over.

One of the most striking features of US and European Modern Girl
imagery from the mid-1920s onwards is the embrace of tanning. From

Miami to the Riviera, upper-
class light-skinned Modern
Girls tanned. Whereas mainte-
nance of a fair complexion
marked upper-class standing in
the nineteenth century, starting
in the mid-1920s, tanning
became an attractive way to dis-
tinguish bourgeois and upper-
class women from working-
class and poor women who
toiled indoors and thus wore
on their faces the pallor of
their confinement in factories
or offices. Discussion of the
‘tan fad’ in contemporary
US trade magazines like
Advertising and Selling and
Printers’ Ink Monthly located
its origins with flappers and
their enthusiasm for outdoor
activities and desire for ‘free-
dom’, ‘colour’ and ‘nothingness
in apparel’. One marketing
man described the tanning

Figure 43: Pimplom ad, the Illustrated Weekly of

India, 1942
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‘vogue’ in the following terms: ‘[Flappers] flocked to the beaches day
after day in bathing suits as close to the ultimate zero as was permitted
. . . and return[ed] to their Northern and Eastern haunts to display an
expanse of deeply tanned skin that would arouse the envy of an
Indian’.47 This quote suggests how contemporaries identified tanning
as part of the Modern Girl’s panache for outdoor leisure and bodily
display and recognises how darker skin unsettled the rigidity of racial
distinctions. Yet, it was precisely the light-skinned Modern Girl’s
confidence in her privileged whiteness that made tanning in emulation
of an ‘Indian’ both desirable and possible.

By the end of the 1920s, some cosmetics companies in Europe, the
United States and European colonies adjusted their marketing of skin
whiteners and bleaches to accommodate the tanning craze. We have
already seen evidence of this trend in the Elizabeth Arden ad pitched at
white colonials that appeared in the South China Morning Post in 1937,
which recommended that Bleachine be used to regain the ‘fairer skins’
more appropriate for autumn (Figure 33), and in the erotically charged
ad for Elizabeth Arden’s Sun-Pruf Cream that appeared in Vanity Fair in
1934 (Figure 24). Indeed, these and many others, including a Helena
Rubinstein ad from 1928, enjoined the Modern Girl to ‘Bleach your way
to Autumn Beauty’ (Figure 44). Appealing to an imagined upper-class
clientele alleged to spend summers in the country or at the beach, the

Rubinstein ad warns: ‘The love-
liest tan soon turns sallow and
looks unsightly against city
backgrounds’. The Pompeian
ads earlier discussed had
suggested to white Euro-
American women that they
should either adjust their pow-
der to match their ‘natural’
facial colouring or to alter
their facial colour by using dif-
ferently tinted powders. Bleach
ads, on the other hand, encour-
aged white women to season-
ally adjust their skin colour.
For such Modern Girls,
skin was evidently another
accessory.

Cosmetics companies’ seg-
mentation of the market
according to the seasons alsoFigure 44: Helena Rubinstein ad, Vogue, 1928
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led to the selling of summer products on the promise of ‘healthy tan-
ning’. In 1927, the German company Beiersdorf advertised its Nivea
cream using photos of tall, slim white women with bobbed hair and in
bathing suits. One ad encouraged consumers to cream themselves before
sunbathing in order to become braungebrannt (deeply tanned) without
getting sunburnt (Figure 45).48 Meanwhile, Nivea’s winter season ads
retooled the message to suggest that the cream protected against wind
and rain.

By 1933, when the Nazis came to power, most of the women featured
in Nivea tanning ads were blonde, perhaps in line with the ideal of
athletic blondeness featured in much Nazi propaganda. Nivea’s adver-
tising campaigns were explicitly condoned by the Nazi regime, but
Nivea’s focus on what one might call a blonde ‘Aryan’ ideal was also a
response to antisemitic campaigns levelled against the Beiersdorf
company, which had Jews among its founders and board members. In
Nivea ads, tanned skin is part of a normative healthy white female body,
which, despite its darkened surface, is depicted as robustly white (Figure
46). German advertisers had changed many of their aesthetic strategies
by the first half of the 1930s. Gone in particular were Wiertz’s stylised
art deco drawings, replaced by photographs of tall white Germans with
wavy bobs whose whiteness is explicitly depicted. While blondes became
more prevalent in cosmetics ads of the Nazi era, depictions of a range of

Figure 45: Nivea Creme ad, Leipziger Illustrirte Zeitung, 1927. Courtesy of Beiersdorf Inc.
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white looks continued, including ads featuring visibly made-up brunette
Modern Girls (Figure 47). Nazi acceptance of such images reveals that
certain features of the Modern Girl, such as her tanned athletic body,
were acceptable and even desirable. These could be mobilised by a racist
regime, which at times defined itself explicitly in rejection of
‘Girlkultur’.49

In contrast to Nivea’s strategy of stressing the tanned Modern Girl’s
physicality and ‘Aryan’ features, numerous ads in the United States in
the 1930s (notably after formal enactment of anti-immigration
measures) exoticised the Modern Girl’s body as ‘not-quite-white’. As

Figure 46: Nivea Creme ad, Leipziger Illustrirte Zeitung, 1936. Courtesy of Berersdof Inc.

Figure 47: Kaloderma ad, Leipziger Illustrirte Zeitung, 1935.
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film scholar Sarah Berry has documented, in this period Hollywood
joined forces with cosmetics companies such as Max Factor to promote
actively Modern Girl exoticism for the first time. Ethnicised Hollywood
styles commodified dark ‘exotic’ skin tones and tanned skin as ‘Other’
and desirable, a possibility that was precluded from the German Nivea
campaign. Make-ups that gave the effect of tanning, or simply of dark
luxurious beauty, came to be marketed alongside lotions that claimed to
enable darkening and tanning. Actresses starring in early Technicolor
films were especially selected for their ‘exotic’ skin tones, or were
transformed by the studios from blondes into ‘exotics’, a make-up effect
that could be marketed to viewers as a commodity that, like the clothing
styles worn by actresses, could be purchased and tried on for size.
According to Berry, stars such as Steffi Dunn, Dolores Del Rio, Tala
Birell and Anna May Wong were deemed to have the right type of
‘colourful beauty’ and thus were natural ‘Technicolor types’. Similarly,
actresses such as Hedy Lamarr, Rita Hayworth, Joan Bennett and
Dorothy Lamour could be transformed into dark divas to fit the bill.50

After all, the studios reasoned, such dark beauties allowed them to show
off the advantages of the technology, just as the technology made the
most of their ‘exotic’ looks.

Given the eventual celebration of ‘exotic’ darkness, it is not particu-
larly surprising that the fashion for tanning also affected the marketing
of skin bleaches to people of colour. During the 1920s, ‘removing a tan’
became a euphemism for bleaching in cosmetics ads run in the African
American press. A Madam C. J. Walker Company ad run in 1928, nine
years after the death of the company’s founder, partially eschews the
race pride message of other C. J. Walker ads of the period by promoting
the suggestively named lightening product Tan-Off. In this ad, an ath-
letic Modern Girl in a natural setting prevents her skin from becoming
darkened by protecting it from the sun while she plays sports (Figure
48).51 Similarly, an ad from 1929 for a product named Fan Tan evokes
both tanning and exoticism through discussion of lightening of pheno-
typically dark skin. Fan Tan, the ad explains, comes in three different
shades: ‘‘‘Sun Tan’’ is for very dark complexions and lightens them to a
fashionable Sun-Brown’; ‘‘‘Ochre’’ is for medium complexions . . . [and
gives them] that flattering Spanish tone’; and ‘‘‘Naturelle’’ is for the girl
or man who wishes a creamy ivory skin’ (Figure 49). The names and
descriptions of the first two shades suggest how Fan Tan sought to
situate black women’s desire for lighter skin outside the boundaries of
the stark black/white binary held in place by Jim Crow racial formation
by aligning the Modern Girl’s consumer desire with a trendy apprecia-
tion for tanned skin that was placed within an international rather than a
national racial formation. The euphemistic evocation of tanning is also
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Figure 48: Tan-off ad, the Baltimore Afro-American, 1928.

Figure 49: Fan Tan ad, the Baltimore Afro-American, 1929.

Figure 50: Whitex ad, the Illustrated Weekly of India, 1947.
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found in an ad for a skin bleach called Whitex that appeared in the
Illustrated Weekly of India in 1947 and featured head shots of a white-
looking Modern Girl. As the ad copy proclaimed, this bleach could turn
‘Ugly, Sun-Tanned Skin . . . Whiter in 3 minutes’. This ad targeted
Indian elites by attributing dark skin to sun exposure and casting it as
a temporary condition that could be quickly remedied (Figure 50).
Together these bleach and anti-tanning ads showcase yet another strat-
egy used by cosmetics manufacturers and advertisers, who deployed the
Modern Girl in promoting their racialised marketing appeals.

Conclusion

Our research group has sought to elaborate the Modern Girl as a
heuristic category for investigating globalisation and gendered moder-
nity. Our research on cosmetics ads and the contexts in which they
appeared shows conclusively that the Modern Girl image became visible
in each of our research locales, if to varying degrees and in different
forms. There is no longer any doubt that the Modern Girl phenomenon
was global in scope. The Modern Girl’s distinctive bobbed hair, her self-
reflexivity, her presumed acquisitiveness and the commodification of her
skin, brows, athleticism, body shape and allure – in short the Modern
Girl’s technologies of self – are recognisably related across contexts,
whether the cosmetics and toiletries ads are targeted at consumers in
Durban or Shanghai, New York or New Delhi, Beijing or Berlin.

Our analysis further suggests that in all our locales, Modern Girl
images were implicated in the production of national racial formation.
In other words, various national racial formations were produced and
racialisation processes practised through the circulation of the Modern
Girl images. Our analysis of ads suggests the multiple ways in which
ideas about skin colour and race are mobilised and transformed as they
are swept up in imperial and transnational flows. While some companies
like Pepsodent promoted a global image of the Modern Girl as a white
American, others such as De Kama advertising in the US press, or Apex
in the South African press, promoted an image of Modern Girl with
caricatured ‘Asian’ eyes or brown skin. Still other companies, most
notably Pond’s, featured drawings and photos of Modern Girl models
who shared the phenotypic features of the consumers being targeted. In
each locale, these varied Modern Girl images were no doubt appre-
hended through long-standing colour-coded hierarchies and racial for-
mations. At the same time, Modern Girl images also contributed to the
reworking of such hierarchies and formations. By the mid-twentieth
century in all our locales, discussion of desirable skin colour and tone
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had become entangled with racialised appeals to ‘nature’, science,
tanning and whiteness. These appeals in turn intersected with promises
of class mobility that advertisers frequently used to sell products.

Companies based in the United States clearly played an important
role in globalising these appeals. As we have indicated, a large
proportion of the Modern Girl ads that we collected are for US-based
transnational corporate manufacturers. American advertisers operated
with much larger advertising budgets than any of their competitors and
particularly during the 1920s and 1930s, US-based corporations like
Artra, Odo-ro-no, Pompeian and Palmolive were aggressively transna-
tionalising by rooting their appeal in a perception that ‘American’
modernity was rational, scientific, efficient and thus desirable every-
where. The preponderance of ads for US-based manufacturers also
reflects the fact that US capital benefited from linguistic affinities and
cultural continuities in the vast imperial markets constructed through
centuries of British conquest. The ads for Pompeian face powders that
appeared in the Indian and South African press, for instance, suggest
how British and American whiteness could easily be blended and con-
flated, producing an Anglo-American imperial whiteness. Other ads
indicate how Americanisation could take the form of African-
Americanisation with black Americans appearing as the model consu-
mers and, at times, the corporate promoters of skin-lightening products.
The particular and often contradictory manner in which Americanness
was engaged in disparate contexts remains a subject of further investiga-
tion for our group.

We understand the Modern Girl’s near simultaneous appearance
around the globe in terms of historical processes of multi-directional
citation. In cosmetics and toiletries ads we have found that some of the
most intriguing evidence of mutual influences and non-linear circuits of
exchange is aesthetic. In artistic renderings of the Modern Girl that
appeared in the US and German press (and to a lesser degree in the
early Indian and South African press), we have cautiously noted an
Asianised aesthetic. While we recognise that what we have labelled
‘Asianisation’ was a product of European and American designers’
conception of the ‘Other’, we have noted that Chinese, Japanese and
‘primitive’ aesthetics and figurations influence the representation of the
Modern Girl. Conversely, we have found that drawings of the Modern
Girl by Chinese illustrators are indebted to French, German, Japanese
and American artistic styles that arrived in advertising and graphic
design magazines. In other words, everywhere the Modern Girl shared
a proclivity to incorporate aesthetic elements drawn from multiple
colonial and national contexts.
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Preliminary research in other sources including press commentary,
social science research, fiction, film, photography and autobiography
suggests that what we are calling the Modern Girl’s multi-directional
citation extended far beyond the realm of advertising aesthetics and
design. It also involved other discourses, texts and venues and, as
importantly, historical agents living in different parts of the world.
Indeed, our research shows that actual Modern Girls travelled over,
around and through colonial and national boundaries. They engaged
the latest trends from abroad as they encountered them in magazines,
newspapers and films, and they journeyed or even sometimes worked
outside their home colonies and countries. Importantly, with additional
research we should be able to clarify how the Modern Girl’s political
significance differed in various locales and over time. Although the
Modern Girl’s provocative fashions and explicit eroticism across the
globe appear to have animated similar social anxieties about unruly
and frivolous behaviour, the political import of these anxieties varied
from location to location. Future research must necessarily pay close
attention to the Modern Girl’s class position and politics, and her
capacity to challenge pre-existing ideologies of female subservience
and self-sacrifice. Focus on Modern Girls as sexual agents selecting
their own sexual partners (male and female) and their desire to delay
or avoid marriage will enable future examination of how Modern
Girls established, transgressed or reworked modern regimes of
heteronormativity.

Thus far, our research has led us to one conclusion above all others:
the Modern Girl, like no other figure of the twentieth century, embodies
the complexity of international power relations in a new world order.
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